New MKLP-2 inhibitors in the paprotrain series: Design, synthesis and biological evaluations.
Members of the kinesin superfamily are involved in key functions during intracellular transport and cell division. Their involvement in cell division makes certain kinesins potential targets for drug development in cancer chemotherapy. The two most advanced kinesin targets are Eg5 and CENP-E with inhibitors in clinical trials. Other mitotic kinesins are also being investigated for their potential as prospective drug targets. One recently identified novel potential cancer therapeutic target is the Mitotic kinesin-like protein 2 (MKLP-2), a member of the kinesin-6 family, which plays an essential role during cytokinesis. Previous studies have shown that inhibition of MKLP-2 leads to binucleated cells due to failure of cytokinesis. We have previously identified compound 1 (paprotrain) as the first selective inhibitor of MKLP-2. Herein we describe the synthesis and biological evaluation of new analogs of 1. Our structure-activity relationship (SAR) study reveals the key chemical elements in the paprotrain family necessary for MKLP-2 inhibition. We have successfully identified one MKLP-2 inhibitor 9a that is more potent than paprotrain. In addition, in vitro analysis of a panel of kinesins revealed that this compound is selective for MKLP-2 compared to other kinesins tested and also does not have an effect on microtubule dynamics. Upon testing in different cancer cell lines, we find that the more potent paprotrain analog is also more active than paprotrain in 10 different cancer cell lines. Increased selectivity and higher potency is therefore a step forward toward establishing MKLP-2 as a potential cancer drug target.